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Article 9

Seeking Editor-in-Chief
The Language Arts Journal of Michigan, an award-winning NCTE affiliate journal, seeks
editor(s) for three-year appointment (Fall 2019 - Spring 2022)
The Language Arts Journal of Michigan is a peer-reviewed
journal published by the Michigan Council of Teachers of
English as a service to educators interested in literacy and the
English language arts at all instructional levels. The journal
is published via Scholarworks, with current institutional support from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences at Grand
Valley State University. The journal is seeking editor(s)-inchief for a three-year term, beginning with fall 2019 and continuing until spring 2022. Editorial responsibilities include:
• Developing calls for theme issues
• Soliciting scholarly articles that address key issues in
the fields of English language arts/English education
(and fit into research, methods, practice, and other
strands)
• Reading and critiquing submissions
• Maintaining a robust and fair editorial review process
• Designing the layout of the journal via Adobe Premier or comparable software
• Copyediting
• Printing the journal via HP Magcloud or comparable
service
• Updating the mailing list as needed
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The journal continues to address a range of issues that are
central to the teaching and learning of English, the language
arts, and literacy. If you are interested in applying for the
position, please email your application essay (no more than
five pages) to Amanda Stearns-Pfeiffer (stearnspfeiffer@
oakland.edu). Your application essay should include:
• A statement describing your vision for the Language
Arts Journal of Michigan
• A brief description of the editorial structure you
propose (listing co-editors and review board members) and the publication process you intend to use
(layout, printing, and mailing).
• A brief description of the institutional support you
will receive.
• Application deadline: February 15, 2019.

We Want to Hear From You
The LAJM seeks manuscripts for upcoming issues
Spring 2019: The Impacts of National Writing Project
Deadline: March 15, 2019

Fall 2019: Open Issue
Deadline: August 15, 2019

The College, Career, and Community Writing Program
(C3WP) is National Writing Project’s new and innovative
argument writing program that answers the urgent
and contemporary call for respectful civic engagement and
discourse. The program is based upon cycles of writing
that take place four times a year and include the following
unique features: routine argument writing; skills-based
mini-units emphasizing the use of current nonfiction sources; the recursive writing of thesis statements that emerge
and evolve as students read over time multiple perspectives
beyond pro/con; embedded, teacher-driven formative assessment; and teacher professional development.

In this open issue, we will feature scholarly articles that
are relevant and meaningful to our audience of elementary literacy teachers, middle and high school English language arts instructors, and university English educators.
Authors might consider one of the following questions:

This LAJM issue will begin with an invited article written
by NWP leaders Tom Fox and Rachel Bear that provides an
overview of the C3WP. Additional articles could explore
the following C3WP topics:
• routine argument writing not based upon formulas
(e.g. five-paragraph theme)
• implementation of C3WP skills-based mini-units
• The UST: Using Sources Tool and teacher-driven
formative assessment of student writing that informs
“next steps” for instruction
• nuanced thesis statements and recursive claims that
evolve through the reading/writing process
• teaching/implementation of Graff & Birkenstein’s
They Say, I Say templates
• teaching/implementation of the Harris Moves
• data driven reports of literacy growth for individual
students or entire schools
• professional development initiatives promoting
C3WP

• What inquiry work have you done that can stretch
the field of literacy, language arts, and English?
• How are you rising up against new mandates and legislation to best meet the needs of students?
• What tensions do you see in literacy education
today?
• What do readers of LAJM need to notice and think
about?
• Describe your process of learning about literature,
literacy, culture, social justice, and language.
• What new literacy practices do you see in communities and schools? What supports these practices?
What hinders them?
• What connections are adults and children making as
they engage in the art of language?
Please submit manuscripts through Scholarworks
(http://scholarworks.gvsu.edu/lajm).

To learn more about the College, Career, and Community
Writing Program, see Friedrich, Bear, and Fox’s “For the
Sake of Argument: An Approach to Teaching EvidenceBased Writing” at https://www.aft.org/ae/spring2018/
friedrich_bear_fox or visit the C3WP homepage at https://
sites.google.com/site/nwpcollegereadywritersprogram/.
For questions regarding manuscript submissions, please
contact Elizabeth Brockman at brock1em@cmich.edu.
Please submit manuscripts through Scholarworks
(http://scholarworks.gvsu.edu/lajm)
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